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Our Why, How and What
WHY WE EXIST, HOW WE ACHIEVE OUR VISION AND THE SERVICES WE PROVIDE

ACT | NRCCUA:
A membership organization supporting better outcomes for students
and institutions.

myOptions:
Provides free post-secondary planning services to students, parents,
and high school professionals.

Encoura:
Our approach to helping members make smarter, data-driven
decisions.

Encoura Data Lab:
Our enrollment platform, exclusive to ACT | NRCCUA members,
that provides access to apps for data science & analytics, predictive
modeling, and Eduventures research.

Eduventures Research:
Primary research, analysis, and advisory services to support
decision-making throughout the student life cycle.
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Actionable Enrollment Solutions
Find your best-fit students in
the ACT | NRCCUA
Combined Data Set.

Engage with your best fit
students on today’s emerging
media platforms and track their
activities on your EDU site.

Enrollment
Analytics

Traditional
Engagement
Student
Search

Drive institutional success with
actionable research on
traditional-, adult-, and program
demand.

Digital
Solutions

Elevate your student
engagement with integrated
email, print, and phone
campaigns.

Eduventures
Research
Optimize your enrollment strategy
with purpose-built analytics
identifying funnel insights,
comparisons, and opportunities for
improvement.

2021 Higher Education Challenges
●

●
●
●

Institutions forced to
do more with less
Changing enrollment
patterns make revenue
less predictable
Pandemic responses
impact economy and
funding

●

●

Economic
Pressures

Demographic
Shifts
●

●
●

●

Begin with the end in
mind
Find the students who
will enroll, stay, and
graduate
Maintain emphasis on
Student Success

Focus on
Outcomes

Technology
Adoption

●
●

Student mindsets and
motivations for attending
college break convention
Online & hybrid college
experiences cause
competitive shifts
Digital media overcomes
traditional avenues for
reaching students

Students expect service
and efficiency like their
favorite brands
Unwieldy without the
right training and support
Overwhelming data
sprawl coupled with a
lack of usability
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62% of enrollment offices report having
limited internal resources to maximize
strategic data usage, particularly a lack of
staff with the necessary skills.
21% report issues with the data itself, including
inaccuracies, complexity, and mismanagement.

NACAC, Strategic Data Analytics in College Admissions Offices
Oct 2020
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Components of Encoura Data Lab
Search Planning & Execution
with Class Planner™
Search millions of profiles in the ACT | NRCCUA
combined data set to find your best-fit students

Enrollment Analytics
with Enrollment Lens™
Interact with your enrollment data—from all
sources—to fully analyze and understand your
institution’s recruitment funnel.

Institution-Specific Research
with Eduventures Research
Eduventures provides research and advisory
services that are focused exclusively on
analyzing the forces that are transforming higher
education.

Student Mindsets™
from Prospective Student Research
We have identified six distinct student mindsets
from a comprehensive array of outcomes, college
experiences, and decision criteria.

Predictive Modeling

Engagement Analytics

with SMART+®

to support your marketing efforts

SMART+ customers can more accurately—up to
eight times more accurately—predict which
prospective students are likely to enroll in their
institution.

Fully transparent reporting for Data-Enabled
Enrollment Services
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UNLOCK ENROLLMENT LENS™

Maximize your Enrollment
Strategies with Analytics

Gather Strategic Insights with Enrollment Lens™

Strategic Overview:
Visualize your funnel metrics and compare with previous years
First Source:
Identify your best performing strategies by profile source

Location:
Find geographic areas of opportunity by funnel point
Shape Your Class:
Follow trends in student profiles to create a well-rounded class and
reach diversity goals
Funnel Over Time:
Characterize the trajectory of your path to goal compared to
previous years
Program Outcomes:
Breakout ACT | NRCCUA program performance from other profile
sources

Purpose-Built Enrollment Analytics
VISUALIZE YOUR FUNNEL AND TRACK OUTCOMES

Interactive Dashboards
✔Clearly visualize a path to goal
✔Track outcomes and attribution
from enrollment strategies
✔Compare progress with regional
and national benchmarks
✔Get granular with interactive filters
and year-over-year analysis
✔Unlock SMART+ Predictive Model
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New Funnel Over Time!
IDENTIFY TRENDS AND FIND NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Track velocity to applications and
other key funnel points

Customize your application
reports

View yearly trends or focus on key
moments in the cycle

Easily share findings with other
team members
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SMART+® Predictive Model
USING MACHINE LEARNING TO STRENGTHEN YOUR PROSPECT POOL

✔Organize current and past
enrollment data with Enrollment Lens
to unlock a unique enrollment
predictive model for your institution

Past
Enrollment

YOUR
BEST-FIT
STUDENTS

✔Compare over 10,000 student
characteristics to identify who is most
likely to enroll before you buy
✔Utilize most accurate predictive

NRCCUA
Data

Industry
Data

enrollment model in the market
✔Strengthen targeting to optimize
marketing and recruiting resources
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OVERCOMING TOP-FUNNEL CHALLENGES

Create Smarter App & Inquiry
Gen Campaigns

Student Search
FIND AND ENROLL YOUR BEST-FIT STUDENTS FROM THE ACT | NRCCUA COMBINED DATA SET

myOptionsⓇ

ACTⓇ

myCollegeOptionsⓇ

Reach millions of students
participating in the nation’s
largest, free college and career
planning program.

Access millions of students
participating in the Educational
Opportunity Service (EOS) and
ACT Score Reports.

Connect with students who have
specifically named your
institution as one of interest.
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Go Beyond the List. Way Beyond.
ACCESS DATA AND TOOLS THAT HELP YOU TARGET, MESSAGE, AND GET RESULTS

Data Cloud

eMatch:
Enhance your student profiles
with our data correction and
appending tool.

Legacy:
Access student profiles from the nation’s largest postsecondary planning survey (myOptions) and hone in
on those who meet your recruiting priorities.

Students who have proactively indicated an interest in your
institution via one of our partner college planning sites.

myOptions survey responders who wrote-in your
institution as a school they are considering attending.

Identify students with a
connection to your institution
through parents, siblings,
faculty members, etc.

Talent Identification Program

Inquiry Cloud

AOS:
Let students know you’re
interested in them and give them
the opportunity to learn more.

Declared
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Declared Student Connection
CONNECT WITH STUDENTS 6X MORE LIKELY TO ENROLL

●

Pinpoint your best performing inquiries and start
connecting with them weekly!

●

Recent analysis of 155 institutions found DSC
students enrolled at a 6X higher inquiry-toenroll rate than all other sources combined.

●

Further analysis showed admitted DSC students
were also twice as likely to enroll.

If you could attend college
today, which would be your
top choices?
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NRCCUA Analysis; October 2020

USING EDUVENTURES® STUDENT MINDSETS™

●

Speak Directly to Students’ Key
Motivations & Preferences

We Know Students
LARGEST PANEL FOR STUDENT
VOICE IN HIGHER ED
Thanks to 8 million students and our
Eduventures® Research team, we’ve been
able to gain a deeper understanding about
how students across the nation are
reacting to the pandemic and create
solutions for institutions to respond to
changing enrollment patterns.

❖

COVID 19 Impact Report

❖

Prospective Student Research

❖

Applying to College During COVID

❖

Student Sentiment Research

❖

The First-Time College Student
Experience in the Age of COVID-19
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Student Mindsets Are Now Live!
IN THE ACT | NRCCUA COMBINED DATA SET

Explore and segment lists, by
geography, demographics,
GPA and more.
View students who have
specifically named your
institution as one of interest.
Interact with the data and
quickly size student segments
and market opportunities.
Apply predictive modeling to
hone in on best-fit prospective
students before you buy.
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Prospective Student Research Mindsets
USE STUDENT MINDSETS TO PERSONALIZE YOUR MESSAGE

Social Focus
●
●

Showcase the defining aspects of
your social environment
Support the connections and
social facility that will make
students successful in the
workplace

Grad School Bound
●
●

All about the academic rigor that
will land them in graduate school
of their choice
Show evidence of successful
graduate school placements and
ability to build research skills w/
the guidance of faculty

Experiential Interests
●

●
●

Looking for experiential learning
opportunities and career-focused
outcomes
Appreciate clearly laid out
programs and degree plans
Sensitive to affordability

Career Pragmatists
●
●
●

Focus on immediate ROI
Discuss affordable education in a
supportive community setting
leading to an immediate job
Show flexibility of program to
accommodate a need to work

Career Through Academics
●
●

Show a direct connection from
major to career
Integrated experience of
academics, career preparation,
and social interaction is important

Exploration & Meaning
●
●

Showcase opportunities designed
to help students make a personal
impact on the world
Share study abroad programs
and traditional liberal arts
outcomes
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Apply Mindsets at Your Institution

SHARE
MINDSETS
ACROSS YOUR
INSTITUTION

ACT | NRCCUA
COMBINED
DATA SET
WITH STUDENT
MINDSETS™

MATCH
MINDSETS TO
POPULATIONS
YOU AIM TO
RECRUIT

BENCHMARK THE
UNIQUE MINDSET
COMPOSITION OF
YOUR STUDENTS

FINE TUNE
COMMUNICATIONS
BASED ON
STUDENTS’
DECISION DRIVERS
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New! App & Inquiry Gen Playbook
BOOST YOUR APPLICATION AND INQUIRY GENERATION EFFORTS IN AS LITTLE AS 4 WEEKS

Align goals with Custom Data Cuts
from the Eduventures Prospective
Student Research Panel

Share your institutional and
enrollment goals

Targeted advisory session aimed
at enabling an actionable plan to
put the messaging into market

Create a framework that can
be used to craft top-of-funnel
messaging
Drive engagement with studentcentric value prop
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Case Study: Randolph-Macon
ENROLLING WITH THE RIGHT MINDSET

Challenges
1.
2.
3.

Senior search and email deliverability
Need to increase brand awareness
Optimizing communication with prospective students

Solutions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Encoura Enrollment Services
ACT | NRCCUA Digital Solutions
Eduventures Research & Advisory Services
Eduventures Student Mindsets

“The mindsets Eduventures developed
sparked one of the early ‘aha’ moments for
us. This helped us to find other like-minded
students and to communicate with them with
their specific priorities in mind… It is so
valuable to be able to be able to have a
focused and timely conversation with
students...”

David Lesesne
Vice President of Enrollment

Benefits
●
●
●
●

Built a robust inquiry pool from datacentric predictive modeling
Determined market viability and successfully launched new
Cybersecurity program
Increased email response rates and quality of student engagement
Reached ideal prospective students earlier in the recruitment cycle
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Thank you.
ANY QUESTIONS?

Michelle Palumbo
Regional Director, Indiana
Higher Education Consulting Group
P: 816.859.2870
E: michelle.palumbo@nrccua.org

ENCOURA.ORG

Appendix

ACT | NRCCUA by the Numbers
2000

1972

66%

Clients using
Encoura Data
Lab

1M

7 of 10

1100

NRCCUA’s
College and
University
Members

8M

Of the top 230
national
universities
are clients*

U.S. high
school
students
reached by
myOptions

A trusted
provider to
our clients for
nearly 50
years

High school
educators that
have worked
with NRCCUA

*US News and World Report’s 2018 National University Rankings report. 73% of the top US-based
Liberal Arts Colleges are also clients.

High school
students
participating in
myOptions
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